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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
SCHEDULED FOR JURE S
Mr. Fuad Sarruf To Address Graduates;
Week End Filled With Senior Activities
Pacific's graduating seniors will climax their undergraduate
days with a week end of varied activities, highlighted by baccalau
reate and commencement ceremonies on Sunday, June 8.
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pavidson, Loveridge Selected
Outstanding Senior, Soph Men

MAY 28, 1958 — No. 11

CAMPUS IS BUSY
DURING SUMMER

Although regular classes may
be out, the COP campus is the
Individual honors were awarded to outstanding COP students scene of much activity during the
aSt Thursday's Awards Assembly.
summer months.
SOPHOMORE AWARD
The Outstanding Sophomore
Man, who is chosen by Blue Key,
is Ron Loveridge. Ron has been
on the PSA Senate and, recently,
was the sophomore representa
tive. In North Hall, he was
awarded the plaque for the fresh
man with the highest grade point
average. Ron is also active on
the debate and tennis teams.

S SNIOB AWARD

The award given to the senior
nan is based upon the student's
p irsonal growth and develop|t ent and contribution to COP
(iring his period of study at the

Allege.
J Candidates for the Corson
i ward, which is given to the outtanding senior man, are nominted by Dean Betz and then are
ubmitted to a faculty board for
valuation and voting.
This year's winner of the
ilaque was Glen Davidson. Glen
vas also the winner of the Blue
ley Sophomore Achievement
iward when he was a sophomore.
Glen's breadth of interest can
be seen from the many organiza
tions to which he has belonged
and the offices he has held: Phi
Kappa Phi, Tri-Beta, president of
Blue Key, president of Phi Sigma
Tau, p a s t p r e s i d e n t o f N o r t h
Hall, former PSA officer, mem
ber of the debate team, member
of Board of Athletic Control, and
recipient of Anderson Award for
Freshmen in North Hall.

(Osgood Elected Prexy
Of Young Republicans
Bill Osgood, a sophomore polit•oal science major, has been elected President of the campus chapter of the Young Republicans.
Serving with Bill will be Mike
Trevitt, vice-president; Ruth Bate®an, secretary; and Gerry Weaver,

treasurer.

BLOOD NEEDED

. An appeal for blood has
I peen made on behalf of Miss
Ruth Smith, Pacific instructor
rnd adviser to foreign stu
nts. Miss Smith has already
received two pints of blood
and
Will require one pint a
Week.

Those wishing to donate may
to the Delta Blood Bank in

Btockt•on. The first two to con

fute should designate that
e blood be sent i n M i s s
Smith's
- name to the St. Fran-

^ Hospital in San Francisco.
iV1 donors should gi ve t h e
°°d in Miss Smith's name.

SUMMER SCHOOL
Divided into two five-week per
iods, the summer school offerings
will cover 20 academic depart
ments from freshman to gradu
ate levels and include several
special workshop sessions. The
summer sessions will be under
•
the direction of Dean J. Marc
Jantzen. Workshop sessions will
include Family Life Education,
Social Studies Curriculum, Un
derstanding of Business and In
dustry, Educational Television
Laboratory, Related Art in the
Home, College Registrar's Work
shop, Elementary Education Lab
oratory, and Kindergarten •Curri
culum and Methods.
MUSIC CAMP
Now the largest enterprise of
its type in America, the Pacific
Music Camp will hold its 13th
annual season from June 22 to
July 27. Musical youth from all
the Western states will study and
perform under a group of pro
fessional conductors.

I

Ill
H r.
OTHER AWARDS
Chris Greene was honored as
the outstanding athlete with the
highest scholarship. Don Duns
was given the Warner Award in
forensics and Joan Ulrich w a s
awarded the Boren Award in
journalism. Previously, the AWS
chose Judy McMillin as the re
cipient of the Watson Award for
the Outstanding Senior Woman.
Mel Slocum was awarded the
DeMolay plaque as Outstanding
Freshman Man, Tom Torchia re
ceived a plaque for outstanding
work in the radio department, and
Jerry Yingst was awarded a $100
scholarship for his work in the
radio department. Dean Lloyd
Bertholf was honored as the Out
standing Faculty Member for the
year.

FOLK DANCE
From July 28 to August 9, folk
dancing will be the order of the
day as the Folk .Dance Camp
meets for its 11th season. All
phases of folk dances instruction
will be studied under a staff of
international experts.
OFF CAMPUS CLASSES
Principal off-campus summer
features include biological study
at the Pacific Marine Station at
Dillon Beach; drama study and
performance a t Fallon House
Theatre in Columbia; and t h e
Philosophy Institute in N a p a
County.

Dr. Fallico To Speak
At Knoles Lectures
Dr. Arturo B. Fallico of San
Jose State College will deliver the
10th annual Tully Cleon Knoles
Lectures in Philosophy on Satur
day, June 7.
Dr. Fallico, noted philosophical
existentialist, will lecture at 4
p.m. in Anderson Social Hall on
"The Quest for Authentic Exist
ence." The annual Knoles Ban
quet is set for 6:30 p.m., followed
by a discussion session when the
Knoles Lecture Fellows for 1958
<vill engage Dr. Fallico in open
discussion of his philosophical as
sertions.
Born in old Calabria, sometimes
called the "First Italy," Dr. Fal
lico was forced to leave his native
land after he organized one of
the first Italian student rebel
lions against Mussolini's fascism.
After wandering through Europe
and Africa, he landed in the US
in the middle of the depression.
In his own words he says, "For
a time, I lived under the decora
tive lions which stand in front of
the Art Institute in Chicago, oc
casionally changing my abode to
various city parks. As a profes
sional artist and sculptor, I was
able to sell a water-color or two
from time to time."
Lectures on philosophy and art
won him attention and a North
western University scholarship.
He went on to earn a doctorate
there and to meet Dr. Paul Ar
thur Schilpp, former COP philos
ophy chairman. He worked with
Dr. Schilpp on early volumes of
the famous LIBRARY OF LIV
ING PHILOSOPHERS edited by
the latter.
Dr. Fallico came to his present
post in 1948 and has taught sum
mer sessions for Stanford and the
University of California. He has
been of the staff of the Philoso
phy Institute for six years.
The lectures are open to the
public.

SPRING EXAM SCHEDULE SET

Final exam week will begin Monday, June 2, and conclude
Friday, June 6, the Administration has announced.
Classes must have a final examination or the equivalent at
the regularly assigned examination hours unless some other arrange
3 Appointive Positions ment is approved by Dr. Bertholf.
If an examination is given in laboratory work, the time as
On New Senate Filled signed
any of the regular laboratory hours may be chosen for the
The PSA Senate is nearing com examination.
pletion with the filling of three
Examinations for courses given from 4:15-6:00, 7:15-9:00, and
appointive offices, President on Saturday are held at the regular time during examination week.
elect Jack Willoughby has said.
Examination hours may be arranged between the class and the
Student affairs commissioner instructor if any one-hour courses conflict with the examination
for 1958-59 will be Ron Loveridge. schedule, the Administration said.
He will be responsible for devel
No student will be able to take final examinations until all
oping the honor system and will
payments to the school are completed.
be a member of the Social Board
The exam schedule is as follows:
of Control.
Donna Hudson, organizations
Regular Class
Meeting Time
c o m m i s s i o n e r , w i l l d e v e l o p n e w Regular Class
Tuesday
and/or
Meeting Time
Thursday
(and
Examination
MWF
MW,
MF,
Examination
organizations on campus and co
any
other
day)
Time
Time
ordinate existing organizations WF 8or daily
8
Mon
8- 9:50
Mon. 2- 3:50
and their publicity.
9
Thurs. 10-11:50
9
Tues. 2- 3:50
10
Mon. 10-11:50
Drives Commissioner Janet
10
Wed. 2- 3.50
12:35-1:50
Wed. 10-11:50
Barron will be in charge of all
11
Thurs. 2- 3.50
1
Wed. 10-11:50
drives, with special emphasis on
1
Fri. 8- 9.50
2
Wed. 8- 9:50
2
Tues. 10-11:50
WUS.
3
Mon. 8- 9:50
3
Thurs. 8- 9:50
The names of those appointed

SENIOR BREAKFAST
The senior breakfast, an event
sponsored each year for the se
niors and their guests by the col
lege, will be held Saturday morn
ing, June 7, at 9:30. Following
the breakfast, the group will pro
ceed to Micke's Grove for a noon
picnic and boat ride.
A 40-year tradition will be pre
served on Sunday morning when
Chancellor Tully G. Knoles de
livers the annual baccalaureate
sermon at 10:30 in the Conserva
tory. A cappella choir will pro
vide the musical selections for
the service; and Knolens, senior
women's honorary, will usher.

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
A foreign speaker will address
a Pacific graduating class for
the first time when Fuad Sarruf,
vice-president and secretary in
charge of public relations for the
American University of Beirut,
Lebanon, speaks for the 101st
commencement ceremonies Sun
day evening at 7 in Baxter Sta
dium.
The Middle East author, jour
nalist, broadcaster, and educator
is in America on a sabbatical
leave to study the public relations
practice of US colleges and uni
versities. He possesses a Rocke
feller Foundation grant for this
study.
WRITER AND JOURNALIST
Mr. Sarruf is a former editor
of A1 Ahmed (The Pryamids), the
leading newspaper of Egypt, and
of Al-Mukhtar, the Arabic edi
tion of the Readers Digest He
has written numerous books,
ranging in subject matter from
modern science to the biography
of FDR, and is a co-founder of the
Association for Science and Cul
ture. In 1935, he introduced the
first university-grade journalism
instruction at American Univer
sity, Cairo; this has developed in
to the top school of journalism
in the Middle East today.
The commencement speaker
has served as president of the Bei
rut Lions' Club, has traveled ex
tensively, and is a life member of
the American University Alumni
Club.

340 DEGREES
Following Mr. Sarruf's address,
President Robert E. Burns will
award approximately 340 bacca
laureate, masters, and doctoral de
grees.
A reception will follow the cere
communications commissioner
mony
in Anderson Social Hall for
If there are questions concerning this schedule before or during
and graduate representative will
all graduates and their guests.
the final week, call Dr. Bertholf's office.
r be announced soon, Jack said.

.
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Neil Stafford Elected
1958-59 "Y" President

by g e o r g e . . .

By MARY ANN DRYSDALE
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EDITORIAL
Learning The Rest Of The Alphabet

The coming year looks very
bright indeed for members of the
Anderon Y. Many plans are al
ready being made for many ac
tivities to interest any and all
COP students. Heading the Y cab
inet as president for the next year
is Neil Stafford, a sophomore

(Fasel, that is)

WHERE DO WE STAND? What has the school year of 1957.
and what have we done? Questions that
doneJ to us, for us,
«
niio eti1donto riv^A
" ail
an
effort
to
be
conscientious students and citizens, should ^
in
ask. I
ourselves and each other.
On the whole, the year seems to fall into the positive
rather
than the negative column. Student government has come back int
the limelight from its formerly shadowed position - the intensit! ;
and fierce campaigning in the recent election is evidence toward
that conclusion. Homecoming, Band Frolic, Mardi Gras, Parents
,1 ,i
+/ - « V « O L Dtronfc XTZZXYV * cilpnoccfnl
A
^
Day _ all these traditional events were successful. A certain air
of happiness seemed to predominate the campus—everyone was as
contented as a Carnation cow.
BUT PERHAPS THE MOST POSITIVE AND IMPORTANT
step of the entire year was the resolution which evolved out 0f the ,1
recent Student Leadership Conference. The very fact that Pacific's
students not only recognize the lack of intellectual stimulation m :
certain areas of scholastic endeavour, but desire that the learning :
incentive be increased, is a real gold star achievement of which
they have every right to be proud.
j
The entrance standards of Pacific are not astronomically high i
to say the least. As a matter of fact, they're even a wee bit on the
easy side. This has its definite value in that students who, through
various circumstances, have not sparkled academically in high
school, but have college potentiality, are given a chance at a college
education. On the other side of the ledger, the students who want
a college education for less honorable reasons than conscientious
preparation for vocation or intellectual development also get a
chance to roam the campus. It is this latter group that has just ;
the slightest tendency to pull down the average level of the course
in certain areas of the school. That is, by their lack of desire for
a real education, they can easily discourage the professor and/or
the students, either effect having disastrous results.
But perhaps all is not lost, and every bit as noteworthy as the
resolution itself is the official and sincere desire of the administra; .
tion and the faculty to do something about the issue. Naturally, poor
handling can lead to a big bust on the whole thing. But we have a
feeling that if the students make enough noise with each other and
with the faculty and administration, and are really interested in
getting an education instead of free ride, something will come of
this resolution, something that benefits each and every student who
is earnest in his desire for intellectual development and growth.

There is a widely published joke which appears in vari-^
ous papers about this time each year that goes as follows:
"A young man who had just received his college
degree rushed out and said: "Here I am, world; I
have an AB!'
from Berkeley. Students here will
"And the world replied: 'Sit down, son, and
find that they couldn't find a
I'll teach you the rest of the alphabet'."
more hard-working and interested
Funny? At first glance, it may draw an amused chuckle president for their Y than Neil.
from us; but, to those of us about to graduate, it should The past experience of the new
carry a much more significant meaning that is far from president includes the past two
years "here as recreation chair
laughable.
man for the Y and as a member
For 16 years, most of us have been preparing ourselves of the Block P society and Phi
for the day when we will stand, college sheepskin in hand, Epsilon Kappa, professional Block
ready to tackle the problems of the world. This, in itself, P fraternity. In high school Neil
is good. But many of us have lost sight of the fact that was president of the Athletic So
this cherished piece of paper is not a sure ticket to success ciety. In the near future, Neil, of
course, intends to do much for
in the world, is not a guaranteed grease for easy sliding over the Y; and, in the far future, after
life's bumps, and is not a certificate signifying that we completing his college course, he
now know everything that we need to know.
wants to teach high school, prob
What a tragic mistake—and what a rude awakening we ably physical education.
are bound to encounter! We may be able to save ourselves THREE INNOVATIONS
this jolt if, during the coming week, we take time out from The Y staff is being expanded
our graduation preparations and activities and critically next year so that more of the A new project in international
students and their desires Can be
analyze what our college career has meant in reference to taken care of. The three big education under Christian auspi
what we should expect in the outside world.
things on the agenda for next ces has been announced by the
First, our years of college have prepared most of us for year are the Big Brother pro Department of Student Work of
some job in the world. We can leave Pacific confident in gram, a campus service program, the Board of Missions o f the
Methodist Church. The plan will
our ability in some line of endeavor. But, we must not believe and the Freshman Camp.
There has already been some enable Methodist college students
that we will be able to proceed for the rest of our lives on talk on the Big Brother program; in America to spend their junior
what our textbooks have taught us; we must not close but, to those who don't know or senior year in universities or
our minds to the new ideas, to the suggestions, or to the about it, it is an organization set colleges overseas, Miss Dorothy
pointers we may receive from our co-workers or even our up by some of the male members Nyland and the Rev. R. C. Single
subordinates. Our college education is a foundation; we must of the COP campus to help less ton of the Student Department
be awake constantly for materials to build upon this founda fortunate youngsters lead a good, have said.
clean life. The campus service
"This new program provides a
tion.
will feature a book exchange way for Christian students 10
Second, our college education has meant not only book whereby students can get together share their faith across national
learning, but "life" learning. For many of us, it has been a and trade their texts or sell them boundaries," they said. "It will
time when we have broken our bonds of dependence on our if they want. The plans for a allow an American student to
families and learned to stand by ourselves. It has been a Freshman Camp are not definite, learn about another culture
time when we have learned to work with and live with an but the plan f or inviting all through personal experience and
freshmen to go through orienta to make his Christian witness in
infinite variety of kinds of people and have learned to under tion at a camp in the mountains an academic community overseas.
stand and accept different viewpoints on controversial topics. would help all new students get "Students are sought who have
These years may also have been a time when we have come acquainted.
mature Christian faith, unusual
into a richer and more meaningful relationship with our God The Y has been growing these scholastic ability, skills in living
because we have questioned and thought deeply and mature past few years from a strictly and working with people, and a
group to the group that sincere desire to understand per
ly. Let us recognize our limitations, though; we have still religious
it now is, an organization that sons of different races and cul
been living in a select and semi-sheltered society. Once out fills the needs and beliefs of tures."
in the world, we will continue to meet different types of everyone. It is hoped that the The program will be adminis
people; we will continue to encounter different attitudes and turnout for Y membership next tered by the Department of Stu
problems. Our college experiences have given us a "preview year will reach an all-time high dent Work, which has offices at
of coming attractions." We must not fall into a self-imposed and those who do not join will 150 Fifth Avenue, New York 11,
miss out on the many activities N.Y. Miss Nyland and Mr. Sin
sleep before the "main feature."
planned for next year.
gleton hope to begin receiving ap
Third, if our college life has been at all meaningful, it NEW Y STAFF
plications in September. The first
has awakened within us the desire to learn more; it has The staff for next year will group of students is expected to
given us an unquenchable appetite that we must constantly include Juan Ulep, assistant to be approved in January, 1959, and
try to satisfy through more study, more reading, more think the president; Dick Bateson, to begin their study abroad in the
ing. The world holds out to us many opportunities to pursue men's vice-president; Ann Wind- late summer or fall of 1959.
weh, women's vice-president; Dor
further the fields in which we have been intellectually stim othy Watt, secretary; Sandy Taulated in college. It is up to us to take advantage of them tum, publicity; Ron Loveridge, Nilsson, library; Ron Nichol, in
ternational relations; Phil Kern,
Thus, on June 8, we will stand with the first two letters— social action; Doug Campbell building; Kim Morris, recreation;
one-thirteenth—of the alphabet in our hands. We have a conferences and summer oppor Sue Gross, volunteer of ice help;
start in our learning process; it is with open minds and open tunities; Judy Newton and Sher Ernie Roberson and Shirley Daulm a n W h i t e , c o - c h a i r m e n f o r ton, Y Chat Sheet; Jeanette
hearts that we must continue under our new teadher—-the community
services; Noel Man- Smith, campus service; and Bill
world.
oukian, man and the arts; Nilsine

NEW PROGRAM SET
FOR FOREIGN STUDY

Fowler, Big Brother.

CHEMISTRY DEPT.
GETS NEW PROF
Dr. Jesse S. Binford has beeij
appointed to the Pacific depar
ment of chemistry, President Robl
ert E. Burns announced recently, i
Coming from the University of
Texas, Dr. Binford will become
the fourth full-time teacher on thf
chemistry staff. Thus, there wil
be a qualified person in eaci
branch of the four major area:
of chemistry. The new professor
a specialist in the field of physica
chemistry, will teach in this area;
as well as continuing researci
projects on the influence of sur
face irregularities of solids 01
chemical reactivity.
Dr. Binford is a graduate 0
Rice Institute and earned his doc
torate at the University of Utah
He is a member of Phi Beta KaP
pa, Sigma Xi, Phi Lambda P
silon, Sigma Pi Sigma, Tau Be
Pi, and the American Chemical
Society.

The plan will provide for the
transfer of college credits earn
abroad to the student's schoo
the United States so that he
be graduated on schedule,
Nyland and Mr. Singleton
^
Each student will be expec
pay for his travel, education"^
maintenance while in schoo
seas
The universities ovearse^ te
which the program Wl11, X the
during
include
——& the
— first
— -year
Tjniver# ,
International Christian
s
Japan; *PMbPP^.
sity, Tokyo, Japan,
TrnjVerChristian College, Manila,
gr.
sity of Hawaii, Honolulu,
^
sity of Mexico, Mexico
\ in
j
a college yet to be selected
India.
v write
Interested students m
jeto»
to Miss Nyland or Mr.
.veP
at the New York addres^
above for further inf
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pEAN BERTHOLF LEAVING; PACIFIC PAYS TRIBUTE
-ife Story

HjcJ

The Past...
nean Bertholf, academic viceof COP, will be leaving
' pUS soon, but not without
' me recognition of his life and
'jje things he has accomplished.
gpivey, a small farm commun. about 15 miles north of Wichi' Kansas, is the hometown of
"pp's academic vice-president.
resident

COUNTRY SCHOOL,

Bertholf's schooling startin a country school just outade of Spivey, where he attended
he first grade through the sevnth. After the seventh grade he
ransferred to a school in Spivey
vhere he completed high school.
VVTiile in high school he partici)ated in all the normal athletics,
iuch a s f o o t b a l l , b a s e b a l l , a n d
rack, and also was active in every
ither activity that was available,
mcli as debate and glee club.
Possibly the one way he dif
fered from the other students
ras his interest in science and
Dean

nathematies.

VALEDICTORIAN

Illinois Wesleyan

The Future...
This year, the College of the
Pacific will lose one of its great
men. That man is Dean Lloyd M.
Bertholf. The presidency at the
Illinois Wesleyan University is
awaiting him. It is a job of great
responsibility, but Dean Bertholf
feels that it is his duty as an edu
cator to go where the need seems
to be the greatest. He is man on
call, waiting to help anyone who
is in need; and he knows that
this is the place that he was des
tined to fill.

GREAT EPECTATIONS
He has great expectations for
COP. He stated that it is on the
verge of new developments i n
quality. He is highly pleased with
the man who will take his place
next year; Dr. Samuel Myer. He
also said that there will be many
new members on the faculty, and
this will add strength.
Dean Bertholf then,, with a
smile on his face, leaned back in
his chair and said, "It's going to
be a thrilling future for t h i s
place."

When graduation came, Dean
Jertholf was elected valedictorCOLLEGE 108 YEARS OLD
an of the class. After graduaIllinois Wesleyan University is
ion, there was no doubt in anylocated in Bloomington, Illinois,
ine's mind as to whether or not
where it has stood for 108 years.
le would go on to college. It had
Founded in 1850 by Peter Cartieen d e c i d e d l o n g a g o t h a t
wright and others, the school is
le would, and he accepted a scholone of liberal and fine arts.
irship that was offered him from
There are 19 different buildings
iYiends University i n Wichita,
used for dormitory purposes, in
vhich he attended for one year.
cluding 12 fraternities and soror
After his first year at Friends,
ities. There is a student union
Vorld War I broke out, and there
which includes the cafeteria. All
ras a question of being drafted
of the buildings are quite new. In
>r joining the SATC (Student's
fact, one of the women's living
irmy Training Corps), which had
groups is so modern that it looks
branch at the University of
as if it were designed after the
fansas. So, the Dean transferred
United Nations Building. Some
n his sophomore year to the Uniother buildings are planned: a
'ersity, was inducted into the
music building, a science build
irmy, wore the regular uniform,
ing, and a new chapel.
ived in a barracks, did the reguar drills, and also attended
ADMINISTERS WHOLE
lasses.
PROGRAM
honorary
member
of
Beta
Beta
After
coming
to
California,
he
W i t h i n a month or so there agreement whereby he would
Dean Bertholf plans to adminis
'as a call for Coast Artillery teach Tuesday, Thursday and Sat w a s a p p o i n t e d C o n f e r e n c e l a y Beta.
ter
the whole program. He must
Among
the
other
fraternities
leader in 1950 and has held that
'olunteers. Dean Bertholf volun- urday; and Monday, Wednesday,
deal with the public and the
and
societies
that
Dean
Bertholf
position
ever
since.
eered and was sent to Fort Mon- and Friday he could spend at
has been associated with are Phi Board of Trustees. He says that
Johns Hopkins.
°e, Virginia.
TRI-BETA AND OTHER
Beta Kappa, national honorary it will be a job of getting ac
Receiving his discharge after HONEYBEE RESEARCH
HONORARIES
society; Sigma Xi, graduate sci quainted with the public, the stu
e war the academic vice-presiStarting in 1924, Dean Bertholf
entific
society; Gamma Alpha, dents, and the faculty. The presi
Since
one
of
Dean
Bertholf's
ent returned to the University
had been doing research on honey teachers at Southwestern College general scientific society; Pi d e n t s u p p l e m e n t s w o r k s a n d
,f Kansas for his second semester
bees for the US Government dur was one of the founders of Beta Gamma Mu, social science frat looks out for new funds because
f his sophomore year; but, at ing the summer. He continued
Beta Beta, biology fraternity, ernity; and Phi Kappa Phi. He be the need for new buildings is
ie beginning of his third year,
this research for 15 consecutive Dean Bertholf was very instru longs to the American Society of great. He stated that the gymna
•e decided to go to Southwestern summers. Two years after re
mental in organizing a chapter in Zoologists, Entomological Society sium is new and just beautiful.
.allege (in Kansas), a Metho- ceiving his PhD, he applied for a
The college emphasizes liberal
Western
Maryland in 1932. Not of America, and is a Fellow of the
a'st school.
Rockefeller Fellowship to Ger long afterwards he was made re American Association for Ad arts with graduate students in
°HNS HOPKINS
many to continue his research on gional vice-president of the group vancement of Science. He also be music. There are 1150 students in
the college, most of whom are
Dean Bertholf spent one and honeybees under the greatest for the East and, in 1946, was longs to Kiwanis.
one-half years at Southwestern. known authority on that subject, elected national president. He
Dean Bertholf's name may be undergraduate.
n the middle of the Dean's seDean Bertholf is very happy
Dr. Karl Von Frisch, at the Uni gave up the presidency in 1955 found in such volumes as "Who's
•°r year, his professor in biology versity of Munich.
and was then elected regional Who In America," "American about his new job; and it should
°t word that an assistant in
Both Dean Bertholf and his vice-president for the West, a Men of Science," "Leaders In be a thrilling future for the Illi
•jology was needed at Johns wife spent a wonderful year in position he held until this past Education," and "Who's Who In nois Wesleyan University with a
aoPkins University, and Dean
man like he is at the helm.
Europe traveling and studying December. He is now a national Methodism."
ertholf accepted the position. He and then returned to Western
'Pished his second semester and Maryland in the fall of 1931 and
COP Plans Study Program
Pother full year there. Mean- stayed at this institution until Booklet Tells Of Visit Of King Mohammed V
In Electrical Engineering
'le, he had gotten married his 1948. He was made dean of fresh
A souvenir booklet describing a brief background of COP, as
irst summer there to the girl he men in 1939 and dean of the fac
COP's School of Engineering
the visit of King Mohammed V of well as giving a detailed descrip
'ad gone
since the eighth ulty in 1943.
Morocco to the College of the tion of the King's visit — from has announced that, beginning
?ade.
Pacific campus in San Francisco the presentation of dates and next year, a graduate study pro
After his stay at Johns Hop- COP DEAN
is now available to students and milk at the King's arrival to ex
In 1948, Dean Bertholf came to
cerpts from His Majesty's ad gram will be initiated along with
i,'ns> pean Bertholf went to North
faculty.
COP
where
he
was
made
dean
of
ar
an undergraduate program i n
' °lina to teach biology at the
The 12-page pamphlet is plenti dress at the school.
5 ate Women's College and re the college and in March, 1957,
The pamphlet also provides in electrical engineering.
fully supplied with pictures of the
gained there for two years. When academic vice-president.
king during his visit taken by formation on Mr. Rom Landau,
Dean Bertholf, aside from edu
e ^signed, he initially planned
COP student Hal Barnett. Glen professor at the Asian Academy,
The booklet may be obtained
° return to Johns Hopkins for cation, has always been inter Davidson wrote the text for the and Mr. Landau's book "Moham
for
25 cents in the college public
ested
in
his
church.
While
m
med V, King of Morocco," which
PhD; but, before school startpublication.
relations office, which is located
Maryland, he was Sunday schoo;
was
prepared
especially
for
the
' ^e received an urgent plea
The booklet tells a little of
in the Administration Building.
°m Western Maryland for his superintendent for 15 years and Moroccan-US relations and gives King's visit.
aching abilities. He made an district lay leader for five years.
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JUNE GRADUATES
HAVE VARIED PLANS

i

Writing this last column is somehow anti-climactic. I guess everything
i
a senior does around campus about
__Jf_Jipii
now seems that way. In his mind, ev| erything is resolved—over but not done.
| I
3 ^ 1 The last dance seems less than a dance,
j
The last week of classes make you
feel like an observer sitting in—no
longer really included. All that seems
remajn iS the final shock—gradua
tion. Strange how you can feel both eager and reluctant to leave —
as if you're not quite ready. Nobody ever really is, I imagine. The
crowd just seems to shove you off your seat.
So, seniors, it looks as if we're going to get our feet wet —
whether we want to or not. But let's admit it, we didn't start the
whole thing simply to make it last forever. It was a means to an
end — admittedly not an end which many of us could put our
mental finger upon, but a goal nevertheless. And like so many
goals, we're a little reluctant to meet it once it draws near, possibly
because it does mean the end of something which none of us will
ever again experience in exactly the same way with exactly the
same people around us. And that's the saddest part of all and the
most inevitable — the old group has got to go. They've more
serious things to do now.
Shakespeare said it best of all when he wrote:
"All's well that ends well; still the fine's the crown;
Whate'er the course, the end is the renown."
I'll see you on the field, the second Sunday in June.
* ""ftPS

Rhizomia Frat Takes
Pledge Class Of 33

'The Cause" Panels
Help Understanding

By DICK BATESON

Confronting squarely the basic
problems
of
discrimination,
members of "The Cause" com
mittee are attempting to meet
the need for a common under
standing among students with a
series of panel discussions. The
panel plans to meet eventually
with each of the living groups
on. campus and some of the in
terest groups.
Mona Vaughn has said that
"these panels are really wonder
ful. They make you think that
all is not lost."
Entering into the spirit of a
quest for the solution, students
have asked such questions as
"Do Negroes have prejudices,
too?" "Do Negroes like to mix
with others?" "Could a Negro in
a sorority be happy?", apd "What
about interracial dating and mar
riage?" Facing these questions
squarely, Mona feels, has helped
a great deal in clearing up mis
understanding and hard feelings.
Panels held this semester were

Rhizomia Literary Fraternity,
with an eye to the past and with
a firm grip on the present, has
pledged 33 men—men that they
feel confident will help them to
rise to the heights once more.
But this will not be a new Rhi
zomia—merely a reorganized one.
Will Rho Lambda Phi arise
once more? That question can
only be answered by the follow
ing 33 men: Mike Bellini, John
Bitcon, Gary Brignall, Jerry Car
ter, Walt Christopherson, Bill
Coy, Bob Crane, Tom Flores,
Dick Garvey, Rod Geiman, Wayne
Hawkins, Bruce Hill, Bill Hoelskin, Dave Klurman, Denny Levett, Jack Mathis, Roger Metoyer,
Bob Nielebeck, C. G. Norris, Harlin Payton, Rick Perry, Dan Poynter, Bob Recknagel, Mike Roe,
Roland Rutter, Stan Saroyan,
Bob Roth, Ed Schwartz, George
Thompson, Dave T o w e11, Ken
Uselton, J a c k Woodward, a n d
Jerry Yingst.

PAPERBACK NEWS!
We have greatly increased our stock of paperbacks
to include everything from the Aeneid to Zen
Buddhism. From 35c to $2.25.

2103 PACIFIC AVE.
FREE PARKING

BOOK BUY!
June 4th and 5th

ALL TEXT BOOKS WILL BE
BOUGHT DURING THESE TWO DAYS
AT THE

FLOWERS SAY IT BEST

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
2635 Pacific Ave.

HO 6-4171

10% Discount On Cash Orders
with presentation of Student Body Card
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Varied Travels, From England To Pacific,
Highlight The Life Of Doctor Robert Dann

Outstanding Acting Pursuits By Students
Make COP Theatre For Past Year Shine
By DAVE DAVIS

There is an old saying that "all is well that ends well" and so
t is with Pacific Theatre! A brief recollection of the past year
brings to mind the stream of shows and actors who helped make
pacific shine as a seat of exceptional talent and high quality enter
tainment.
Under the direction of DeMarus Brown, Pacific Theatre presuccessfully. The magnetic per
^nted four major productions. sonality of Jean Avery graced the
•Othello," by the immortal stage, illuminating that incom
Shakespeare, opened the season parable character of hers that is
with a performance of superb ac always delightful. Rich Falk
complishment. Special plaudits shared the honors of this show's
went to Ted Eliopoulos, Jim Ach- popular acceptance and won many
terberg, and Tricia Beattie—three fans of his own. He posses a rich
0f pacific's most talented stars— quality of learned showmanship.
who gave classical performances
"The Dancers" and "The Mid
of outstanding merit. The play
night Caller" were billed next as
was a smash success and is still
two TV plays by Horton Foote.
often talked about and considered
Diversified opinions sprung up
by many theatre-minded people as
as a result of these presentations
being the best play of the year.
that were directed by Bob DeCONTROVERSIAL PLAY *
Vight. There was little to say in
"The Chalk Garden," by Enid praise for the plays themselves.
Bagnold, came in the spring sem "The Dancers" seemed slightly on
ester; and with it came a bolt of the immature side for a collegepros and cons as to its value! It directed audience. "The Midnight
received a "thumbs down" review Caller" compensated for the first
by Melvin Bennett of the Stock presentation, but it also fell short
ton Record; and, unfortunately, it of hopeful expectation.
was poorly attended by COP stu
Yet, in the players there was a
dents. Nevertheless, those of us s h o w e r o f p o t e n t i a l t a l e n t .
who did venture out to see it for Outstanding were Margot Tillitourselves found it to be a play of son, Nyla Marchese, Gerri Kencharm and subtleness.
non, and Elaine Garbolino. But,
Without a doubt, its star, Nyla names like Jim Anderson, Buck
Marchese, held the play success Townsend, and Sally McNeel also
fully together. Her excellent dia drew the crowds. Regardless of
logue portrayal of a Scottish gov the weaknesses of the plays, the
erness proved Nyla's versatile audience still found them enter
talent for acting. Elaine Garbolino taining and worth attending.
also came forth in this production
to win praise from many people PAR-EXCELLENCE
Jim Achterberg presented his
who saw her in the role of a little
girl. She did a wonderful job of production of "Sign of Jonah" in
interpretation. Arlen Digitale, the Morris Chapel. He selected his
who has always ranked high as talented friend, Ted Eliopoulos, to
an old favorite of Pacific theatre star in the leading role. The play
goers, performed admirably. was par-excellence; and Nevi Aki
"Chalk Garden" — like "Othello" and Larry Boyd were given ac
— was a play that carried with claim for their excellent jobs of
it "top-notch" names with experi acting.
"Waiting For Lefty" was the
ence in theatre.
circle theater-type production of
TWO PRODUCTIONS RATE
the year directed by Ted Eliopou
Pacific Theatre ended its year
los. It had a cast of experienced
of major theatre productions with
and inexperienced actors. Actually
two plays billed on the same pro
it was the first time this year that
gram: "Sorry Wrong Number,"
theatre went beyond the boun
and "Remarkable Incident At Car
daries of the drama department
son Corners." The audience ob
and presented such personality
served new faces and new names
names as Ed Christienson (a most
appearing in theatre, and what
likeable fellow), Mel Hanson (the
seemed so remarkable was the
guy with more than an acting in
over-all acting success of almost
terest in theatre), Mel McKinney,
all the players in both of these
Bob Laddish, and Roy Rylan.
intriguing plays. These produc
tions seemed to dispel any rumors SPRING FINDS NEW TALENT
that theatre was on the down
The new season (this spring)
Sr&de here at Pacific.
brought a feeling of regret at
Lynne Waterman, although a having lost such favorites as Ted
°ng-known name in drama, did Eliopoulos, Jim Achterberg, Marher finest performance on our got Tillitson, Bob DeVight,, Gor
ftage. She aroused the cheers of don Townsend, Jim Anderson, and
her audience for her magnificent Larry Boyd. The speculation as to
role in "Sorry Wrong Number." whether or not this would injure
Rich Cline, another familiar future wealth of good theatre
name,
radiated a talented vanished somewhat with the new
aiso
Personality in his sensitive delin prospective talent that came
eation of the simple, uneducated, forth to star in Studio Theatre
bt loveable janitor in "Remark- productions.
In Studio Theatre, director Ju
* 'e Incident At Carson Corners."
ail Manning, Pat Cornell, Paul lie DeVecchio introduced "The
^ b f m a n , K a t e H o 1 1 i s , M a r y Cretan Woman" by Robinson Jefth White, Suzanne Salbach fers. For three nights Studio
ayne Elbee, Ann Windweh, and Theatre competed with a score of
k'ch Harrison were names that other social events on campus.
arne more well-known and But, the tremendous success of
°ught of as some of the names this show spread throughout cam
pus, and Julie saw practically a
future promise.
full house for every performance.
YEAR FOR STUDENT
Don Osborn came forth to prove
s for theatre intimacy, it was himself a very capable and tal
a ^.
St, a year for Studio Theatre, ented actor. Today he is (off the
and
built, student - directed, cuff) considered by several per
u
en
to i. f\ ^ f • acted plays proved sons as THE leading male pros
t): . iri popular demand. Arlen pect in theatre. Neva Aki apShale's direction of Ibsen's peared opposite Don, and there is
°sts" started the year off little more than the words ' won-

By JIM HOLWAY

One of the newest faces on
campus is already familiar t o
many of the sociology students. It
belongs to Mr. Dann, one of our
By EMBRY
newest faculty members. He came
to Pacific after teaching at the
A couple of weeks ago, about University of Hawaii and at Ore
15 of us from KCVN attended gon State from 1927 to 1956.
the very interesting eighth an 42 FEET OF SONS
nual Radio-Television Guild con
His interesting career started
ference in San Francisco. The in Southern England in 1889. He
conference was held on the cam was a member of a large family,
pus of San Francisco State Col w h i c h c a n b e t a k e n e i t h e r w a y
lege and was an all-day affair.
since there were seven brothers
"TOP 40" FIGHT
and one sister, most of the broth
Probably the highlight of the ers being over six feet tall. This
whole affair came about as a re once caused his father to remark,
sult of the radio panel. The panel "I have over 42 feet of sons." Mr.
consisted o f program-directors Dann, himself, is well over six
from seven of the leading sta feet.
tions in the Bay area. The sub
The sociology instructor's ex
ject in question was "What's hap tensive travels began in 19 0 6
pening to local radio? Must it when as a boy, he came to Mani
turn "Top 40" to survive?" A toba, Canada, to work as a field
near riot broke out between John hand. This future teacher might
McRae, general manager of KOBY have become a farmer if, after
(As "Top 40" as you can get), two years, he had not worked his
and Pede Worth, program direc way from Alberta to Vancouver,
tor at KCBS in San Francisco, a where he stayed till 1913, work
strictly 'good' music and network ing as a chauffeur for a real es
station. Mr. McRae (KOBY) di tate agent. He showed real in
rected this question at Mr. Worth genuity in qualifying for a chauf
(KCBS): "I notice KCBS has a feur's license by having someone
portion of programming in which teach him how to drive 20 min
they play 'memory tunes' of ten utes before the exam.
years ago. Mr. Worth, what mem
ory tunes are you going to be STARTS COLLEGE
It was in 1913 that, at the age
playing ten years from today
that we're not playing on KOBY of 23, Mr. Dann felt that some
n o w ? " T o t h i s , M r . W o r t h thing was lacking in his life. So
shrewdly replied: "Mr. McRae, I he went to Pacific College, a
doubt very much if the tunes Quaker College now known as
which you're now playing on George Foxx.
Following graduation in 1917,
KOBY will ever be 'memory
tunes'!" This remark seemed to Robert Dann went to Haverford,
coincide with the thoughts of a high-rating Quaker College
everyone, including yours truly. near Philadelphia. Here he ful
A dinner was served in the filled the void in his life by ac
e v e n i n g , w i t h g u e s t s p e a k e r quiring two important docu
Jaime del Valle, (I can't pro ments: his master's degree and
nounce it either) producer-direc his marriage license.
The next year he taught at a
tor for CBS's "The Lineup."
The only one who was missing private school in Maine and man
among all these well-known radio aged to attend Harvard.
and TV figures was Ross Boom
er, famous producer for MBC
(Messy Broadcasting Company).
Mr. Boomer is the producer of
such shows as "The Juan Peron
Hour" and "I Was a Teen-Aged
Teen-Ager!"

Ted Switzer followed with his
production of "Twelve Angry
Men." This play was the sur
prise of the season! Ted selected
a cast of almost all inexperienced
players, with the exception of
Fred Vallier. With 15 days re
hearsal time, this play was
thought prior to its presentation
as being most likely to flop flat
ter than a pancake. Instead, it
was received favorably as being
a really fine and convincing play.
The praise it won was justifiably
deserved by its tireless director
and enthusiastic players.
Studio Theatre ended the sea
son of play-going" with "Adam
The Creator." It's difficult to as
sume this play was a success (for
this was written before the play
opened). But with Jim Crockett
directing, and people like Don
Osborn, Neva Aki, Nyla Mar
chese, Katy Hollis, Rich Har
rison, Rich Cline, Paul Kaufman,
Eddie Sowash, Kathy Morrison,
Bob Doyle, Dorothy Watt, Wayne
Elbee, Dick Bass, Carol Reilly,
Steve Henry, and Phra Blakeley,
it should have been a hit rather
than a miss.

From here, Professor Dann
went to Guilford, a Quaker Col
lege in North Carolina. While
teaching here, he had many ex
periences that were to be useful
in many of his future sociology
courses, such as race relations.
Guilford, it is interesting to note,
was the only Southern college in
continuous operation during the
Civil War.
His westward move came when
he was offered a job in his fatherin-law's linen business, a business
not altogether new to Mr. Dann
since his mother's people had
been in the linen business in
Northern Ireland.
However, business was not the
professor's main interest, so he
returned to the profession that
he loved. He devoted 29 years of
his life, from 1927 to 1956, teach
ing at Oregon State.
STUDY AND TRAVEL

While at Oregon State he took
two sabbatical leaves. In 1933 he
left to study at the University of
Pennsylvania, where he happened
to meet Dr. Jacoby and Dr. Bruner, who were working on their
doctorates at the time. In 1946,
Mr. Dann took another sabbatical
leave to visit New Zealand and
Australia. While there he added
to his ample collection of slides,
boomerangs, and other native ar
tifacts of primitive people.
MRS. DANN

Professor Dann, who has come
a Jong ways from being an immi
grant farm hand, has a wife, a
daughter, and two grandchildren.
Mrs. Dann is an accomplished in
dividual herself. She holds a mas
ter's degree from Columbia; and
she has taught psychology, edu
cation, and music at Willamette,
Guilford, and Pacific College. She
recently attended the Executive
Council of the American Friends
Service Committee, being the only
delegate from west of the Missis
sippi.

SPRING
CLEANING
TIME

derfully superb" for her perform
ance.
SURPRISE OF SEASON

GUILFORD OFFERS
EXPERIENCES

Of course Hess-DuBois can expertly care^for those
lovely new cottons during spring time, but don't neglect
those winter woolens . . . properly cleaned and stored
they will be just like new next fall. Whether you store
them with us or store them at home, by all means have
them cleaned now.
Quality cleaning at budget prices still prevail
at Hess-DuBois.

Ladies Suits
Skirts
Sweaters
Men's Suits
Trousers
Shirts
Sport Coats

,

1

Hess-DuBois
Cleaners
3 2 1 2 P A C I F I C AVENUE
Pick Up & Delivery Service

Phone H O w a r d 6-8651

$1.10
65
65
150
65
65
65
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COP Home Ec Building
Partially Redecorated
The Department of Home Econ
omics at COP has recently re
decorated part of the Home Econ
omics building.
Pale yellow tones in the halls
have brought a ray of sunshine
to the building, which was pre
viously in tones of gray. The
House Furnishings class, under
the counseling of Mrs. M. A. Garrigan, is responsible for this un
dertaking, which took it about
five three-hour class meetings to
complete.
Other decorating work was un
dertaken by the COP Maintenance
Department, which installed a
Philippine mahogany wall finish
to one of the classrooms. T h e
mahogany was donated by an
alumnus of COP. In that same
room, a floor covering of asphalt
tile was laid to complete the fur
nishing.

ftDALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES

Epsilon had their. Centennial
Dear Readers,
Ball at the Country Club . . .
Another year has almost passed,
The fraternity houses got an
and we would like to take you
back to the beginning of it and extra coat of paint . . .
The water fights began . . .
relive some of the events you will
hold in your memory. Remember
The girls on campus lost their
when? . . . Tommy Tiger got gen student body president . . .
erally wiped out . . .
The water fights continued . . .
Don Landeck landed on his head
Ed Sowash took the spotlight
after each and every- cartwheel.. at the Omega Phi Fashion Show
Everybody had the flu at least wearing bermudas and laces . . .
once . . .
Epsilon bought Alpha Thete's
We called it the "sickly semes spaghetti feed at the WUS Auc
ter" . . .
tion . . .
At Homecoming no floats at all
The water fights were still in
from the frail females . . .
action . . .
Queen Darla Zunino thanked
Omega Phi moved to Mexico
her mother and father . . .
for Easter vacation .
The talk about campus was of
We made the big impression on
a tight tunic . . .
the PSR students
The Archites and their fire
Yes, there were a few water
Major In Recreation truck came to the rescue when fights . . .
caught on fire . . .
The spotlight was thrown on
To Begin At Pacific theWelevee
heard they were building the Gateway Singers, Herb Phil
Recreation, a new interdepart a new dorm on campus . . .
brick, and Shelly Manne . . .
mental major sponsored by thq
We were looking for my light
Queen Marti's crown slipped at
physical education and religious e r . . .
the Coronation Rally
education departments, w i l l b e
Na-noo, na-noo, na-noo was in
Ugly Noel vowed to uphold the
offered at the College of the Pa the height of its glory . .
honor given to him
cific beginning next fall to help
Dean Betz played the role of
Dean Davis confused her wives
to meet the demands for persons Pacific's answer to Fred Astaire. and lives
to lead in community recreation,
You first heard of Mr. Bersi's
A member of the police force
Y M C A , Y W C A , S c o u t i n g , a n d ever-faithful comment: "It's phe got smashed by a water balloon.
church recreation.
nomenal!" . . .
Mark Bowdish became a plung
The flower bed replaced the er . . .
To be counseled by Lawton
Harris, an A. B. degree will be bell in front of Archania . . .
The water fights never ended.
Archania's bell replaced the
given which qualifies the gradu
Judy McMillin became Out
ate for a professional job in this flower bed in sorority circle .
standing Senior Woman .
Omega Phi first started film
field. Less than % the number of
There was a Hate Club .
qualified persons needed—there ing "Tight Suds at Okay Cor
We chose Bob Doyle as our
is a shortage of over 1000 in Cali ral" . . .
first Man of the Week .
Zeta Phi and Archania walked
fornia—are at present coming
Omega Phi gave their ever-im
from the 10 schools in California away with top honors in this pressive Spring Serenade
year's Band Frolic . . .
offering degrees in recreation.
It's time to start studying for
finals . . .
H a v e a wonderful summer.
Keep those cards and letters roll
ing in, friends. Best of luck to
all you seniors.
Love,
Addy

HIGH
FASHION
starts with a flattering coiffure . . .
•

WOMAN
OF
THE WEEK

Nancy-Al

The Omega Phi Spring Formal
was the setting for the announce
ment of the engagement of Nancy
"Robin" Robinson and Alan Farnum. Jules Voerge, a fraternity
brother of Al's, made the an
By CAROLINE JAMIESON
nouncement during the evening's
Cute and peppy Muff Mc- festivities.
Grouther from Alpha Theta Tau
Al, a junior business adminis
has been selected by her house tration major, hails from Orinda.
to be Woman of the Week this He is affiliated with Omega Phi
Alpha and is a member of the
time.
Muff, a senior from San Fran Ski and Rally clubs. During the
cisco, has spent her four years at p a s t y e a r , A l h a s s e r v e d t h e
COP majoring in history. Next school as h^ad yell leader.
"Robin" is a junior elementary
year Muff will enter Stanford to
do graduate work in history, re education major from Oakland.
ceiving her master's degree a She is junior class vice-president
and was recently tapped for the
year from this June.
senior women's honorary, KnoShe is undecided as yet wheth lens. Affiliated with Alpha Theta
er she will teach or go into poli Tau, "Rob" will serve as house
tics. If she teaches, she will do manager next year. Also a mem
so on the college level. If she ber of the Ski and Rally clubs,
goes into the field of politics, she Nancy served on the Senate in
will not become a politician, but her freshman year and is now a
rather be an assistant to a con member of the Student Affairs
gressman or something on that
Committee.
order. Her interest in politics
Future plans for the newly en
was furthered when she worked gaged couple include a wedding
for a newspaper during the politi after graduation next June.
cal conventions in 1956. By at
tending both conventions, she
Muff's activities are quite nu
was able to see politics in action.
merous; for her outstanding
When asked about her inter scholarship she was a member of
ests, Muff replied that she was Spurs in her sophomore year. She
interested in classical music, is a member of Knolens this year
swimming and volleyball, attend and is a member of Phi Kappa
ing plays and dramas, and trav Phi. In her junior year, she was
eling. In regard to this last in vice-president of Alpha Thete
terest, Muff and a girl friend and last semester was president
Strive always to be like a good are planning a three and a half of her house. As a result of
watch—open face, busy hands, months tour of Europe this sum these two offices, she is auto
pure gold, well - regulated, full of mer. They will go by ship, the matically a representative on the
Maasdam, and will return by Pan-Hell council. She was also
good works.
Lee's Bulldog
plane.
a student representative of COP
to the World Council Conference
at Asilomar. Working o n t h e
Honor Code Committee for COP
THE BEST PLACE
and being vice-president of AWS
are among her many activities.
AROU N D T O BROOD
Because of her many activities
and her excellent scholarship,
OVER FINALS!
Muff's name is listed in "Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities."
Muff, with her wonderful per
sonality, is sure to be successfu
— YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —
in whatever she decides to do.
COP has certainly benefited be
cause of this girl's interest in i s
welfare. Congratulations are due
to Alpha Thete's Muff McGrouther for the many jobs she has
done well for COP.

THE END ZONE

HAIR STYLING
. . . for your individual personality
... with a continental flair

For GRADS 'n DADS!!

^ Beauty Salon
ON THE MIRACLE MILE
2160

PACIFIC

Dial

HO

AVE.

HALLMARK CARDS FOR THE GRADUATE
AND FATHERS DAY JUNE 15
— FOR PHOTO GIFTS OF ALL KINDS —

5-3497
GOOD LUCK GRADS!

CA»0A<0ORNER

HARRY and MIRIAM

' RANDOM THOUGHTS
A college professor advises stu
dents to put heart and soul into
all their work. Sometimes hea
and hands help, too.

Barbs

The clinging type girl isnt
popular now, says a writer,
wait until the motorcycles take
the spring highways.

Barbs

People's minds are chang®^
through observation, a n d n
through argument.
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Barbara-Ed

CUPID'S CORNER
Beth-Jerry
A red candle entwined with red
roses was passed during dress
dinner at Alpha Theta Tau last
Thursday to announce the pin
ning of Beth Akers to Jerry Biagini.
Beth, a sophomore pharmacy
major, comes from Bolder City,
Nevada. She is president of the
Women's Pharmaceutical Associa
tion on campus and will serve on
next year's AWS board as record
ing secretary. She is a member of
Spurs and is active in her soror
ity, Alpha Theta Tau.

Pat-Bob
A red piggy bank containing
a card with the names of the en
gaged pair announced Pat Zumwalt's engagement to Bob Shelton at a Zeta Phi house meeting
on May 19. Pat, a senior speech
correction major, comes from
Napa. She is a member of Zeta
Phi, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Sigma
Tau, and Knolens.
Bob, also from Napa, received a
degree in electrical engineering
from Stanford and worked for the
Pacific Telephone Company. He
is now in the Navy and stationed
in San Diego.
The wedding date for the couple
is indefinite.

Jerry, also a pharmacy major,
is a member of Phi Delta Chi. He
is corresponding secretary of the
organization, social chairman of
Newman Club, and a member of
the American Pharmaceutical As
sociation. His home is in San
Francisco.

Women Of South Hall
Enjoy Sunday Recreation
The ladies of South Hall en
joyed a picnic Sunday afternoon,
May 18, at Dad's Point, states
Margaret Cake, South Hall presi
dent.
The afternoon's activity includ
ed baseball, volleyball, and other
games, followed by a barbecue
supper. A large truck transported
the girls to the picnic.

A blue candle set in an ar
rangement of forget-me-nots a n d
pink rosebuds was passed around
the dinner table at Alpha Theta
Tau on May 15 to announce the
pinning of Barbara Nearon to Ed
Hinshaw.
Barbara, a junior from Atherton, is a history major. She is an
active member of Alpha Theta
Tau, the Naranjado staff, and is
Alpha Thete's representative to
the Anderson "Y."
Ed, also a junior, is a physical
education major from Chico. Re
cently he was given the award
for the outstanding swimmer on
this year's Pacific swimming
team, and next season he will be
captain of the water polo team.
Mary Ann-Frank
Ed is affiliated with Omega Phi
Mary Ann Tuttle's engagement Alpha.
to Frank Dryden was announced
at Tau Kappa on May 15.
Marilyn-W ally
The couple met when they
The pinning of Marilyn Curnow
served as co-chairmen of Regional
to" Wally Alfheim was announced
"Y" Pacific Southwest.
Mary Ann, a 1957 Pacific grad at the Omega Phi Spring Formal.
uate, is now working for her sec Don Landeck made the announce
ondary teaching credential. While ment to the members of Omega
at COP, she was a Knolen, presi Phi Alpha and their dates.
Marilyn is a junior elementary
dent of Tau Kappa, and vice-pres
ident of AWS; and she received education major who lives i n
an AAUW award as one of the Stockton. She transferred to COP
from San Jose State at the end
outstanding senior women.
Frank is a graduate of Cal Tech of her sophomore year and is a
in civil engineering. While in col member of Alpha Theta Tau.
Wally is a junior pharmacy ma
lege, he was president of his liv
ing group and the Y. He is now jor from Fresno. He attended
working in Los Angeles and is Fresno J.C. before transferring
active in the Cal Tech alumni to COP this year. Wally is a mem
ber of Omega Phi Alpha. •
association.

HAVE YOUR OWN CHARGE ACCOUNT — IT'S EASY — ASK US!

Jane-John
The engagement of Jane Geisler and John Felix w a s an
nounced May 17 at the annual
Omega Phi Spring Formal, which
was held at the Stockton Country
Club.
Jane, who is West Hall presi
dent, is a senior at Pacific ma
joring in education. She w i l l
graduate in June and has signed
a contract to teach in Stockton
next fall.
John, who is from Haarlem,
The Netherlands, is a junior ma
joring in physical education. He is
vice-president of Block P Society,
a member of Phi Epsilon Kappa,
and a member of Omega Phi Al
pha. John swims and plays water
polo for Pacific.

Soph Class Street Dance
Scheduled For May 29
Thursday, May 29, is the date
set for the sophomore class street
dance. Although it is Dead Week,
Dean Davis has granted the date.
The dance is to be in Sorority
Circle from 8:30 to 11:30, and the
music is by Buddy Makapagal
and his band. The dress is sport.
Ernie Roberson is in charge of
the function.

make this tiny

ELGIN "Petite"

ELGIN MARLENE.

Delightful swirl styling.
Petite in size . . .
petite in price!

Sizes 10 to 18
Stripe in pink, blue, yellow.
Check in turquoise, pink.
Solid in pink, blue, turquoise,
apricot, navy.

$34.95
Small Down Payment
Easy Monthly Payments

NO DEPOSIT
NEEDED

This is the chemise you can wear
This has all the terrific Serbin shirt
dress features . . . including an
exciting choice of checks/stripes
or solids — plus the ease, the relaxed
comfort that nothing but a chemise
can offer. Of course you can belt it
—each dress comes with a self belt
but do dare to wear this tiny-priced
version of the new look!

with the
Guaranteed
Unbreakable
DURAPOWER
MAINSPRING

j-fvuA*.
1700 Pacific Avenue
PARK FREE - SPACIOUS - CONVENIENT - OPEN MONDAYS TILL 9

ELGIN CLEOPATRA.

Superbly tailored round
watch. Exquisitely tmy,
supremely accurate.
Prices Ind. Fed. Tax

BORELLI
Jewelers
2043 Pacific Ave.

HO 2-2443
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FRATERNITY NEWS
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
AKL, for the second consecu
tive year, won team honors in
the intramural track meet held
May 14 and 15. The fraternity's
50 points was 30 more than the
second place team score, reports
athletic manager Bob Koth.
The fraternity held an exchange
with Zeta Phi at Micke's Grove
last Friday.
Elections for the next fall sem
ester are now in progress at AKL.

ALPHA KAPPA PHI
President Steve Henry states
that elections for the fall semes
ter will be held soon at Archania.
OMEGA PHI ALPHA
On Monday, May 19, a dinner
was held in honor of Omega Phi's
honorary "Omega Phi Girl," Es
ther Bourn, who treated the frat
ernity to lunch at the Methodist
Church on May 18, states recorder
Paul Fletcher.
The fraternity has recently
come into possession of a collec-

CAROLYN MARTIN
(Chairman)
Senior
Epsilon Lambda Sigma

SWING INTO SPRINGS — IN THE NEW

SWIM

here's the most exciting swim suit to ever find
its way into K*M — the chemise swim middy has more

than any swim suits can hope to have . . . wear it
blouson or chemise this striped elasticized
cotton knit top with the little-boy trunk is your
ticket to compliment-filled summer . . . (ask a broad
that knows:)

red/white — black/white

BOTH STORES — SPORTSWEAR
Avenus
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REPORTERS: Dick
Dave Davis, Ken
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A-l Cleaners' Mystery
Tiger Of The Week
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Preview of Pacific Sports
. . by Bob Nielebeck
With the 1957-58 school year
coming to a close scholastically,
socially, and athletically, many
people are even trying to preview
next year's athletic teams in all
of their color and glory.

Bass Sal
Flafg V a

£&*£

pk

Dick Bateson

Swimming

FOUR COP AQUAMEN GRADUATE

The swimming team this year completed a record of 4 wins
and 6 losses. COACH KJELDSEN did a very fine job of coaching
the Bengal tiger swimmers this year, but the lack of participation
Sometime tomorrow, BILL
seemed to be a factor that hampered Pacific's team. In the Cal
VON HOORBECK, A-l's cam
Aggie Relays, Pacific took 4th place.
pus representative, will tele
glNSHAW, SMITH, AND
phone one of the COP living
groups; whoever answers the
HOUGHTON HONORED
call will have one chance to
DON SMITH was elected team
identify correctly the Mys
captain of the year. For his ef
tery Athlete. Other living
forts, he received the "MICKgroups will be telephoned if
the previous contestants an
LEY" trophy.
swer
incorrectly.
The most valuable swimmer
The
wining prize will be
award was given to ED HINthe contestant's purchases of
SHAW who is considered the sec
the preceding week — free of
charge!
ond best distance m a n C o a c h
Can YOU identify our COP
Kjeldson has ever had. He led the
tiger?
team in total points with 101,
By DAVE KLURMAN
and is only a junior, so we can
look for him to be one of the
Although many do not realize
best distance men in the state
it,
the Stockton Quarterback
next year.
The "most improved" swimmer Club does more for Pacific ath
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
was freshman DAVE HOUGH letics than does any other private
TON.
club. Over the past eight years,
Other men who were high in the Quarterbackers have given
t o t a l p o i n t s w e r e : C H R I S COP $60,000 — all for the better grid event, they will be given to
the college for more athletic
GREENE, 88 pts; DON SMITH, ment of Bengal sports.
scholarships. The club presently
66 pts; and ROGER MOREAU,
Last weekend the club pre gives $9,000 per year to our school
63 pts.
sented in Pacific Memorial Sta for athletic scholarships:
WALLACE DIVING
dium another event designed for
The Quarterbackers consist of
WORKHORSE
the betterment of Tiger athletics. sports-minded citizens who are
Special consideration should be The first annual spring varsity- interested in Pacific. They are
given to PETE WALLACE, who a l u m n i f o o t b a l l g a m e w a s 700 strong, including 150 alums,
carried most of Pacific's load on played before a n estimated Their past president was SHER
the diving. Out of 10 meets, Pete throng of 10,000. The proceeds WOOD NORTON, now president
received 7 first places and 3 sec from the game will be given by of the Pacific Alumni Associa
ond places. He is considered by the club to the college so that tion.
many to be one of the best divers the stadium may be reconditioned,
J u s t as Stanford has their
in Northern California.
alum and COP Board of Athletic Buck-A-Month Club and the Cal
Other men who did well Control member TOM GEORGE gridders have their Big C club;
throughout the season are JOHN has announced. If there are any so does Pacific have their boost
FELIX, breaststroke; KELLY funds left over from this gala ers—the Quarterback Club.
KJELDSEN, backstroke; J I M
MILLAR, diving; and HAROLD
ROBINSON, sprints.
the
The graduating seniors of the
team this year are PETE WAL
sharpest
LACE, CHRIS GREENE, ROGER
guys on
MOREAU, and DON SMITH.

1*2282

QUARTERBACK CLUB
HELPS COP SPORTS

(gmm

campus
wear..

GRID OUTLOOK GOOD
Next fall, the major sport at
COP makes its annual debut on
the campus. This is the sport of
"Killers Paradise"—or football as
it is more properly known. Next
season's fighting Tigers promise
to be about the best group of
monsters to hit the turf since
EDDIE LE BARON and Company
poured through the team gate on
opening day. Barring injuries,
the Tigers will have a "million
dollar" backfield in the great
runners of DICK BASS, JACK
LARSHIED, and KEN USED
TON. Also right in there fight
ing with them will be BOB
HICKS, KEN AFFLAGUE, BILL
BAILEY and HERMAN URENDA, who will be either at the
halfback o r quarterback. And
speaking of quarterbacks, the
Tigers presently have seven of
them. They are led by returnee
GARY HUBB.
WATER POLO TEAM
LOSES GREENE, ETC.
Moving to a wetter subject, the
water polo team will be losing
one of the better goalies on the
Pacific Coast in the person of
CHRIS GREENE. So long, Chris,
we'll miss you!
HOOP OUTLOOK GOOD
The major spotlight falls once
again on the indoor sport of bas
ketball. With the very successful
second half of last season, many
people are wondering if this team

can put both halfs together next
season for the conference cham
pionship. With the manpower re
maining, and the new men coming
to COP that are talented in this
sport, it is not surprising to con
sider the Tigers championship
contenders. LEROY WRIGHT,
with a great year behind him,
promises to again haunt the
league record books. Speedy
guard DAVE KLURMAN is also
returning with his dead-eye and
stylish dribbling. But the loss of
one of COP's all-time greats will
be felt by all. KEN FLAIG, one
of the most versatile players in
the history of basketball at COP
is graduating. Fear not though;
the team will still be a tough one
to beat.
CHATFIELD TO COACH
'59 NINE
The baseball team, after a me
diocre season, is almost as un
predictable as the batting average
of any player. One known bright
spot will be the position of coach.
Graduating student C H U C K
CHATFIELD will take o v e r as
pilot of the 1959 horsehiders; and
if his form In the past is any in
dication of what is to take place
on the diamond in the future, the
COP baseballers will have a good
club next year.
OLA MURCHISON will be the
big gun of the track team next
year, as the spikers once again
will match their talents against
local and regional opponents. The
tennis and golf teams will also
clash with top opponents and will,
as usual, attempt to label COP a
top contender in all collegiate
sports.

Tell Your Friends and Parents
that

MIRACLE MUSIC
Has the Graduation Gift
You Desire
MAGNAVOX Hi Fl
PORTABLES
TABLE MODELS

TAKE IT EASY!
RENT A TYPEWRITER
OR ADDING MACHINE
BY THE WEEK, MONTH,

Ivy League styling
with back strap set into
darts ...the exclusive
feature that makes
'em the most!

4.95

OR QUARTER. . .

• • All Makes and Models. .
Vou decide to purchase a
ew or used machine the rental
UP to three months will be ap
",ied on the purchase price.

CONSOLES
STEREO HI Fl SETS
STEREO TAPE RECORDERS
RECORDERS
RADIOS
ETC.

1

£anffoatjtiin
BUSINESS MACHINES
' H N. California St.
Phone HO 5-5881
n
^Pen Thursday 'til 9 P.M.

Also see our new Ivy Leagues with flap pockets
s

and no belts

MIRACLE MUSIC
TED HERMAN

GALL'S MEN'S S h o p
2 0

N .

C A L I F O R N I A

ST OCKT O N

2363 Pacific Ave.

SANDY SENDEROV

HO 6-4388

WE SHIP RECORDS AROUND THE BLOCK . . .
. . . OR AROUND THE WORLD
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LEROY WRIGHT:
BEHGAL LEARER

Track

HARDEN AND CURTIS PLAN
NATIONALLY-ADVERTISED HIKE

This year's waterpolo team had
a record of eight wins and seven
losses. This wasn't a fabulous
season, but still they did win
more than they lost. Next year
three of the Tiger polo team
members will not be returning.
Roger Moreau, Chris Greene and
Don Smith; however there is a
good chance that two Hungarians
will be in the pool for the Tigers.

Tracksters Charlie Curtis (L) and Jack Marden (R) . . .
By DAVE DAVIS
The two old faithfuls of the so-called "crazy" group of distance
runners, CHARLIE CURTIS and JACK MARDEN, have really
been involved in an unusual task. Both Curtis and Marden plan
to cover the U.S.A. on foot!
The pair will start in the middle of San Francisco at the be
ginning of the summer and will*
be escorted across the "non-ped it will be well worth all of the
estrian" Bay Bridge to start off time and possible pain which the
their journey.
two will confront. Well, anyway,
The general plan calls for cov best of luck, men, from all of us!
ering an average of some forty "RECORDS ARE MADE
miles a day, and this is hoped to TO BE BROKEN"
be continued for eighty-five days. While going through the track
(That is the record for crossing and field records, a very inter
esting and notable record stood
the United States.)
Imagine starting out in our out. This particular record was
own California and climbing sev hard to come about because of its
en thousand feet to clear the Sier statistical nature. It involves one
ras and then facing about five and possibly two athletes which
hundred miles of hot desert! And are attending Pacific at the pres
ent time;
that's just a start!
T h e W i l s o n S p o r t i n g G o o d s The record is for the most
Company is having a meeting in points ever scored by a track and
Chicago to make the trip possible. field athlete at COP. The holder?
If everything goes well, our two It's our Tiger hiker Jack Mar
Tigers (maybe kittens later on) den. During four years of com
will be overjoyed and ready to go. petition, Marden piled up an unThe main part of the publicity offical total of one hundred and
for this unusual event will be in eighty-five points in dual meets
the hands of the Stockton Cham alone. The other athlete involved
ber of Commerce, who will help is Ola Lee Murcheson, who is hot
the two with various connections on the pace of the same record
along the line, such as room, with outstanding frosh and soph
board, and other necessities. Com omore seasons.
mon necessities, such as new The Marden record consists of
legs, new heads, and aspirin for an average of some forty-six
points per season and an average
the old one will be provided.
The two are not planning on of about a first and a second
walking back. Flying, they figure, place in every track meet run in
will take a little less time, and the four-year span.
after all, they have to be back
before September 14 because they The human mind doesn't need to
have an eight mile race that day* be stuffed with information. It
(They climb some two thousand just needs to be open.
Boston Globe
feet on that short run.)
It will be a pleasure to see both
of them return to the campus
next semester to tell us about
the many experiences which they
will undoubtedly have. A trip of
Flap Pockets
this nature would be an educa
WASH AND.WEAR
tion in itself, and if accomplished,

Water Polo
THRU WATCRPOLOBRS GRADUATB

Erwin Zador, all world, and Soltan Hospedat are both planning
to come to Pacific in the fall.
They have both played on the
Hungarian Championship team.
Aside from the Hungarians six
Tigers will be returning from
last year's team; Dave Houghton,
Ed Hinshaw, Doug Eberhardt,
John Felix, Kelly Kjeldsen, and
Harold Robinson.

ip-ons
jOebonaire Slipby

WINTHROP
A "must" for today's
fashionable wardrobes...
our Winthrop slip-ons offer
a new adventure in style
and comfort. They're dressy
...yet so casual!

GREAT
EXPECTATIONS
%

£

•

FOR NEXT YEAR!!

Newest IVY LEAGUE SLACKS

REMEMBER YOUR COLLEGE

BROWN
GREY

DAYS WITH RECORDING

Quality
Recording Service
1217 N. WILSON WAY

STOCKTON'S LARGEST SHOE STORE FOR MEN AND BOYS

BLACK
BLUE

TAPE OR TAPE RECORDERS

New Recorders
from $89.50 up

No Back Strap

Responsible Credit Accounts Invited

$11.95
Exclusive at —

John FALLS
Men's Shop
2337

PACIFIC

Open'Daily 9:30 to 5:30 — Thursday 'til 9

JEFFERY BROS218 E. MAIN

HO 6-7274

Directly Across From the Courthouse

Basketball

COP HOOP PICTURE PROMISING
By GABY KAUFMAN

The College of the Pacific bas
ketball team this season was one
0f an unusual type: it was a team
comprised mostly of sophomores
wj!0 started very slowly, and, as
the season progressed, picked up
"steam.
The season won-loss mark was
an unimpressive 10 wins and 16
losses. But ilj you look back and
see that the Tigers lost 13 of
these first 16 games before mak
ing a comeback to respectability,
it looks a lot better. Our basketbailers picked up steam at the
start of the second half of league
play and moved up from last for
a tie for third.

Gymnastics
Gym Men Trying T o
Get Nat. Gym Frat
By KEN FLAIG

Although the school term is
coming to an end, COACH GUSTAFSON of the gymnastics team
is already looking forward to the
Golf
next school semester. He is try
ing to get the national honorary
gymnastic fraternity c a l l e d
"GYMNASTICA" established on
With the end of the semester CASAS,, who all earned their var
the Pacific campus.
near at hand, the golf team has sity "P." The outstanding fresh
COP ELIGIBLE FOR CHARTER completed its season's series of men who showed promise for
At schools which have a var matches. Although they ended up next year are BOB DOYLE and
sity gymnastics team or an ex with a mediocre record of 3 wins EMORY MORRIS.
Losing only one member from
ceptional gymnastics show, a lo and 5 losses, the outlook for next
this year's squad, next season's
cal constitution could be adapted year looks very bright.
record should be far better than
so that such members could be
eligible for membership. How This year's squad consisted of this.
UPSET BRONCS
ever, at schools which do not JOHN SILVERIA, BURGESS With the capable coaching of
Getting their comeback start
have a varsity team or show, the WINDSOR, ALBERT SIMI, DR. DARDEN, the future suc
against Santa Clara with an up
endeavor
will be made to estab BRUCE MacLEAN, and FRANK cess of the team is assured.
set victory by 12 points, the Ti
lish standards. When a certain
gers really started to roll. After
number at a school have met the
Santa Clara, the Tigers went on
Baseball
standards,
they too will be able
to beat San Jose, Pepperdine,
to apply for a chapter on their
Loyola (twice in league play),
campus.
It is hoped that several
Nevada, and the San Diego Mar
chapters will be organized dur
ine recruits outside the circuit.
Ken Flaig, the only graduate of ing 1958 and that the first na
But it wasn't until the final
game of the season that the Ti last year's Bengal basketballers. tional convention of GYMNAST
ICA will be held at the National
gers showed they were going to
Gymnastic Clinic sometime later
be a power in the future. In the AKL IN EVERY EVENT
The 1958 College of the Pacific varsity baseball nine posted
in
the year.
final game with USF at the Don's The meet was tight all alongone of their better records in recent years by finishing the season
home court, the Bengals played and AKL was pushing in every OUTLOOK FOR FRAT
with a 7-8 record. This particular record, however, is not indicative
real top-flight basketball. At the event. AKL was a decisive winner PROMISING
to the team's ability because many of the losses were very close
Coach Gustafson feels confi
end of the first half, USF held in overall team points. The "nev
and not a few extra innings were played.
only a one-point lead. Until the er say die" group put men in dent that he has several fellows
final two minutes the score was every event even if they had no who will be able to meet the OPENED SEASON WITH
standards of the fraternity next SEVEN VETS
even. The Dons did win the game,
fall. He is again putting out
The Tiger nine opened their
but Pacific gained a moral vic
call
for those interested in gym season with many returning let
tory, plus showing what's tlo
nastics to contact him at the gym, termen. They were: Chuck Felic^
come next season.
second base; Gary Hubb, third
SEVEN VETS TO RETURN
base; Ken Flaig, Dick Bass, and
Football
With returning veterans, Leroy
Tom Flores, outfielders; and
Wright, D a v e Klurman, D o n
Chuck Chatfield and Ken Use!
Cockburn, Neil Stafford, Bob
ton, pitchers. Newcomers to the
Downum, Gary Kaufman, and
team were Bob Mazzuca, Ro
Paul Kaufman, plus the expected
land Rutter and Hap Vasconi,
addition of a few top notch jun
catchers; Bob Lauriero, f i r s t
ior college transfers, the Tigers
The College of the Pacific foot base; Gene Pike, third base; Burt
seem to be well equipped for
ball team is looking forward to Mantelli and Ken Dean, short
next season.
having one of the best ball clubs stops; and Jerry Fosen and Jim
Last season seemed to be the
of all times. This year, the Tigers Holmes, outfielders.
one in which the Tigers matured.
have more depth and good per
"It's coach, NOW!"
DAVE DAVIS
AH the sophomores will be ex
sonnel and the team has proven PITCHING WAS A PROBLEM
perienced juniors ready to meet chance of winning at all. How-' to be big and fast. The reports Throughout the season the Ti ended up the season with a very
all comers in 1958-9 and will be ever, most of them responded un out say that we, at the quarter gers had trouble with their pitch respectable .352 average.
With many returnees prophe
given the chance to play against der these circumstances and made back slot, will be a little weak, ing staff. Chatfield was known as
but if you will take it from one the "iron horse" of the pitching sied for next season, the 1959
some of the top college quintets good showings.
In the nation. Van Sweet has
North Hall also pieced together who knows, we have some real group, while Big Ed Sowash was "TIGER NINE," which will be
lined up Seattle, Pittsburg, Cin some points to finish in a "dis fine quarterbacks, although may the king among the batters. He under the tutorship of former
Bengal athlete Chuck Chatfield,
cinnati, Purdue and other -.top tance" second place. Horace be a little inexperienced. The Tisees a better future ahead.
Wheatley, as I mentioned before,
leams for next season.
gers are ready for California, so
was the strong arm for North
you football fans better warn
Hall. He hauled in two trophies.
those Bears that the COP Tigers
will be in Berkeley on September
21. Here are the Tigers' first two
teams:
1st
LE—Ola Murchison
LH—Jack Larsheid
LT—Adrian Vera
By OLA LEE MURCHISON
n the intramural track meet
LG—Carl Kammerer
e d in Baxter Stadium a few
C—Bob Mazzuca
FB—Ken Uselton
.eeks ago, DICK BASS won his
RH—Tony Afflaque
>rd 100 yd. dash title in a slow
RG—Willie Hector
^ (sI°w for him),
RT—Wayne Hawkins
th
WHEATLEY took
RE—Bob Denton
® 880 yard dash as well as the
1 e- His winning time in the 880
2nd
Was a
LE—Chuck Lander
swift 2.13.6.
LH—Dick Bass
"owaSsSUTLASTS
LT—John Williams
LG—Joe
Malpasuto
>A
D
ine ^ AVIS was about a dyan as he raced Ihe first
C—Jack Woodard
FB—Dwayne Scott
outi
440 too fast and barely
RH—Bob Hicks
SO^ed a buzzing kick by ED
RG—Bernie Chalioux
JACK "MOOSE" MYERS
w ^ of Omega Phi. Dave
Head Coach and Athletic Director
ADRIAN
VERA,
RT—Sherman
White
cloc
KEN USELTON, Fullback
tyuj
ked in 55.5 (last year he
College of the Pacific
College of the Pacific
RE—Ed Sowash
Cohege of the Pacific
PPed off the distance in 53.8).

DARDEN'S G0LFMEN HAVE A 3-5 MARK

PACIFIC BASEBALL NINE
FINISHES WITH A 7-8 MARK

Football Future
Looks Good

AKL Wins
Intramural
Track Tilt

220 T

- ii
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HOMECOMING, with Omega Phi taking the prize for the best
float, despite the flu bug that invaded the campus.

TOMMY TIGER, Pacific's mas
cot played by Roger Kreischer,
being mauled in tlie fracas which
occurred during the half at the
Pacific, Fresno State game. Res
cued by COP fans, he recovered
quickly and was back the next
week for the Tulsa game.

MARTI BROWNING, COP Box
ing Queen and Mardi Gras Queen.
Flanked by six princesses, Marti
joined Ugly Man Noel Manoukian
to reign over the Mardi Gras
weekend festivities, which in
cluded rallies, a barbeque, a car
nival and a costume ball.

The secret of contentment is
knowing how to enjoy what you
have, and being able to lose ail
desire for things beyond y o u r
reach.
Lin Yutang
The hardest of the ups and
PACIFIC THEATRE, with its abundance of talent and outstand
ing dramatic works. It provided such entertainment for the student downs is getting up in the morn
ing and
to work.
body and public as "Sorry, Wrong Number."
JMumoer.
mg
auu 6getting
«ui.6 down ..

THIS, THEN, IS THE YEAR IN REVIEW

